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ABSTRACT A f ~ e l dexpenment was conducted In Long Island Sound, USA, In July 1987 to test the
a b ~ l ~ of
t y the cell cycle a n a l y s ~ smethod to estlmate s p e c ~ e s - s p e c ~ phytoplankton
f~c
growth rates The
growth rates of 3 specles - the d ~ a t o mLeptocylindrus danlcus and the d~noflagellatesProrocentrum
tnestinum and Dinophysis acuminata - were measured, and d ~ f f u s ~ o(cage)
n
cultures were used In a
parallel expenment to obtain Independent estimates of growth rate Growth rates e s t ~ m a t e dby the cell
cycle method were 0 07 to 0 25 d-' for L danicus, 0 43 and 0 44 d-' for P tr~estinunl and 0 54 and
0 67 d-' for D acumlnata The variation was h ~ g h e rfor L d a n ~ c u sbecause the degree of synchrony In
n
methods were about 0 l d - '
t h ~ sspecles was low Growth rates measured by the d ~ f f u s ~ oculture
d~fferentfrom the correspond~ngrates from cell cycle analysis T h e attempt to use the frequency of
double nucleated cells as a means to check the accuracy of growth rate estimates was not successful
The estimated growth rates f ~ the
t observed pattern of phytoplankton succession

INTRODUCTION
To understand the structure and function of phytoplankton communities, an accurate method for estimating the growth rate of individual species is indispensable. The method of cell cycle analysis is one of
several now used to estimate species-specific growth
rate (Carpenter & Chang 1988). In addition to identifying and measuring individual cells in natural water
samples, an important advantage of thls approach is
the elimination of bottle incubation. This removes a
major source of uncertainty, because the possible
artifacts and other interferences linked to incubation
can be excluded from data interpretation.
The basic concept which allows the cell cycle method
to be used for growth rate estimation is the fact that a
eukaryotic cell has to complete a number of cycle
phases in a strict order for division. For unicellular
organisms such as phytoplankton, the generation of
daughter cells through cell division directly leads to
population growth. In general, the cell cycle is composed of 4 phases with respect to the DNA content of
each cell. The G1 phase is the first 'gap' stage, before
the onset of DNA synthesis. Once DNA synthesis
begins, the cell is said to be In the S phase. The G2
phase 1s the second gap, between the S phase and
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mitosis, and mitosis is named the M phase of cell cycle
(for review see Chisholm 1981). Regardless of whether
a cell population is synchronous or not, Smith & Dendy
(1962) showed that the instantaneous growth rate can
be calculated from the fraction of the population in the
M phase (the M phase fraction) and the duration of the
M phase. By averaging instantaneous growth rates
over a 24 h cycle, McDuff & Chisholm (1982) established a n equation for estimating the daily mean
growth rate in phytoplankton. Later, Carpenter &
Chang (1988) expanded on this idea and showed that
the equation can include other cell cycle phases, as
long as these phases are consecutive in the cell cycle
and the combined process lasts until the end of mitosis.
Such a segment of the cell cycle is known as a terminal
event (Mitchison 1971), and the daily mean growth rate
(,U) can be calculated from the fraction of a population
which stays in a terminal event X at time t [ f x ( t ) ]and
from the duration of X (Tx):

where n = number of samples taken in a 24 h cycle.
Carpenter & Chang's (1988) derivation also indicated
that, if part of the cell population is synchronized, Tx
can be obtained from phase fraction curves, which are
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constructed by plotting fractions of 2 consecutive cell
cycle phases against time during a 24 h cycle.
The initial verifications with isolated dinoflagellates
have confirmed the effectiveness of both the DNA
staining technique used to obtain phase fractions and
the computational algorithm for growth rate estimation
(Chang & Carpenter 1988, Antia et al. 1990). However,
concerns were raised about the performance of this
method under conditions that violate the original
assumptions, and about minor problems encountered
in data analysis. A study with computer-simulated
populations indicated that the cell cycle method
estimates growth rate with a n average deviation of
22 % when measurement errors are taken into consideration (Chang & Carpenter 1990). The same study
revealed that, to generate smooth phase fraction curves
from measured data points by curve fitting, both polynomlal and periodic functions are acceptable techniques. The latter is more effective when more than
one peak appears on a phase fraction curve, or when a
peak locates near the beginning or the end of the 24 h
sampling period. Situations such a s ultradian growth,
skewed cell cohort, a n d phase-specific cell loss have
only minor effects on the accuracy of growth rate
estimates (Chang 1989, Chang & Carpenter 1990). If
cell loss exists, the method of cell cycle analysis always
estimates the intrinsic growth rate rather than the net
growth rate (Chang 1989). These evaluations suggest
that the method of cell cycle analysis is suitable for field
applications.
In a n attempt to apply the method of cell cycle
analysis to the field, a study was conducted in Long
Island Sound, New York, USA. The purpose was (1) to
determine whether the single cell DNA content of each
species can b e measured successfully by microfluorometry, (2) to determine if a series of DNA histograms with rhythmic change in shape can be observed
for each species, (3) to determine whether a reasonable
growth rate can be generated from phase fraction
curves, and ( 4 ) to determine if measuring M phase
fractions separately can be used to check the accuracy
of growth rate estimation. Phytoplankton cages (Owens
et al. 1977, Furnas 1982) were used in parallel experiments to obtain species-speclfic growth rates independently, and the results were compared to the growth rate
estimates from cell cycle analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A cruise to Long Island Sound was conducted on the
RV 'Onrust' from 9 to 10 July 1987 The sampling site
was located at 41" 00' N a n d 73" 07' W. The ship was
allowed to drift within the area bounded by the 40 m
isobath. Sunrise and sunset on 9 July were at 05:30 and

20:26 h Eastern Daylight-Savings Time, respectively.
Time reported in this study is in the form of environmental time, with sunrise on 9 July as Hour 0.
On 9 July, water samples for determination of
ambient phytoplankton abundance were collected
from 1 m depth and preserved in Lugol's solution (Parsons et al. 1984). Depth-integrated water samples collected on 29 May, l 1 and 19 June, and 1 July from the
same location were kindly provided by W. T. Peterson.
Each of these samples contained an equal-volume mixture from 1, 3 , and 5 m depth. Phytoplankton cells were
concentrated from 50 to 0.5 m1 by centrifugation, and
enumerated at lOOx or 400x using a Sedgewick-Rafter
counting chamber. Three species of phytoplankton
were selected for cell counts and cell cycle analysis.
They include a diatom, Leptocylindrus danicus Cleve,
a n d 2 dinoflagellates, Prorocentrum trfestinum Schiller
( = P. redfeldi Bursa) and Dinophysis acuminata
Claparede. We did not make efforts to distinguish cells
of Leptocylindrus from Cerataulina (C. bergonii H .
Peragallo) in water samples collected between 29 May
a n d 1 July because these samples had been stored for a
prolonged period before being enumerated.
Phytoplankton samples for cell cycle analysis were
collected every 1 to 2 h on 9 and 10 July from 1 m depth
with a 20 btm mesh plankton net wlth a mouth diameter
of 15 cm. Samples were centrifuged immediately, and
cells were preserved in chilled methanol. The procedures of DNA staining and quantification have been
described previously (Chang & Carpenter 1988).
Detailed description of data analysis and growth rate
calculation can be found in Carpenter & Chang (1988)
and Chang & Carpenter (1990). Both polynomial and
periodic functions were used to fit a smooth curve to
the measured cell cycle phase fractions for the purpose
of estimating the duration of the S and the G2+M
phases, but the iterative correction was not incorporated in the computation (Chang & Carpenter 1990).
Because fixed sampling intervals are difficult to
maintain in field conditions, weighted means of phase
fractions were used to calculate growth rates (Chang &
Carpenter 1985). The modified Eq. (1) becomes

where ( l s ) ,= sampling interval of sample i measured in
hours
Two growth rates from the method of cell cycle
analysis were estimated for each species according to
Eq. (2). For one estimate, we used the combined S, G2,
and M phase as the terminal event, and measured the
duration term by monitonng the die1 change of the S
and the G2+M phase fractions [fs(t) and f,,,(t)].
For the second estimate, w e used G2 and M phases
as the term~nalevent, and obtained the duration term
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from additionally measured M phase fractions. During
the process of microfluorometry, the number of double
nucleated cells was recorded to determine the M phase
fraction, or fM.The G 2 phase fraction, fG2,was obtained
from (fGZM-fM),where fG2, was the G2+M phase fractions extracted from the DNA histogram of the same
sample.
In the phytoplankton cage experiment, unconcentrated water samples were incubated in situ after grazers were removed by filtration (100 pm Nitex mesh).
Each incubation container had a volume of 115 ml, and
its opening was covered by a 0.5 ym Nuclepore filter to
allow free exchange of nutrients and waste with the
environment (Furnas 1982). A series of 6 cages were
incubated at a depth of 1 m. Every 4 h, a cage was
retrieved a n d its contents were fixed with Lugol's solution for later determination of cell density. Growth rates
were calculated with the cell counts at the beginning
and end of a 22 h in situ incubation period (Guillard
1973).
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During the 24 h sampling cycle on Long Island
Sound, water temperature at 1 m depth varied between
19.5 and 21.5"C. The ambient abundance of all 3
species varied more than an order of magnitude and
showed a similar oscillation pattern, with elevated
population densities around Hour 6 and low densities
between Hours 12 and 24 (Fig. 2). In the phytoplankton
cage experiment, cell counts of Prorocentrum triestinum increased from 1 . 8 10'
~ to 2 . 9 10'
~ cells I-' in the
cage ~ n c u b a t e d in situ for 22 h, but a temporary
decrease was found around the time of sunset (Fig. 2).
Cell density of Leptocylindrus danicus and Dinophysis
acuminata, on the other hand, did not change much
during incubation. Many empty frustules of the former
species, sometimes more abundant than healthy cells,
were observed under the microscope. Growth rates
esbmated with net increases in population densities
were 0.51 d-' for P. triestinum, and 0.21 d-' for L.
danlcus (Table 1). As for D. acuminata, high variation

RESULTS

The most abundant phytoplankters at the sampling
site were a group of chain-forming diatoms composed of
species in the genera Leptocylindrus and Cerataulina
(Fig. 1). From the end of May to the beginning of July
1987, diatoms were 5 to 10 times more abundant than
any other species within the same size range. The
abundance of this group started to decrease In early
July, and C. bergonii almost disappeared in the samples
collected on 9 July. Concurrently, the abundance of
several dinoflagellates, including Prorocentrum triestinum, Dinoph ysis acuminata, and An~phidiniumcrassum Lohmann, had increased since 19 June. The athecate dinoflagellate, A. crassum, was abundant in Lugolpreserved samples but not in net samples.
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Fig. 1. Natural abundances of major rnicrophytoplankton
species in central Long Island Sound from May to July 1987
Leptocylindrus: L. danicus; Cerataulina: C. bergonii. ' :
Abundance of L. danicus only

HOURS
Fig. 2. Prorocentrum triestinum. Leptocylindrus danicus, and
Dinophysis acuminata. Population densities in phytoplankton

cages (e) and ambient water ( 0 ) at different times during the
field expenment. Error bar = 1 standard deviation. Hour 0 =
05:30 h Eastern Daylight Savings T~rne,9 July 1987. Heavy
horizontal bar at top indicates period between sunset and
sunrise
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Table 1 Growth rates (d-l) estimated from the phytoplankton cage experiment and several methods of cell cycle analysis
P. triestinurn

L. danicus

D. acuminata

Phytoplankton cage

0.51

0.21

-

Cell cycle method, polynomial curve fitting:
from S and G2 + M phase fractions
from G 2 and M phase fractions

0.44
1.12

0.12
0.26

0.54

Cell cycle method, periodic curve fitting:
from S and G 2 + M phase fractions

0.43

0.07"
0.25~
0 44

0.67

Method

from G 2 and M phase fractions

0.98

-

-

" Calculated based on the S peak at Hour 26 2
Calculated based on the S peak at Hour 15.5

in cell counts due to low abundance, as well as the
irregular pattern shown by the last 3 data points, prevented us from obtaining a meaningful growth rate
(Fig. 2).
Nuclei of Prorocentrum triestinum were round to oval
in shape. Well-formed DNA histograms with measurement CV's (coefficients of variation) around 11 O/O were
readily obtainable. The time required for measuring
300 cells from a field sample was about 3 to 4 h. For this
species, the S phase fraction reached a maximum near
the time of sunset (Fig. 3). The G 2 + M peak occurred

late in the dark period, and mitosis started near the
time of sunrise. Polynomial and periodic curve fitting
estimated virtually the same growth rate (Table 1).
Durations of S and G2+M phases were 2.8 and 10.8 h.
respectively, according to periodic curve fitting.
The abundance of double nucleated Prorocentrum
triestinum peaked in the early morning (Fig.3). A sharp
decline in the G2+M fraction was observed at the same
time. When fitted curves were used to locate peaks, the
time lag between the G 2 peak and the M peak was
only about 2 h. Consequently, very high growth rates of
1.12 and 0.98 d-' emerged from the computational
procedure (Table 1).
The measurement C V was about 13 % for histograms
of Leptocylindrus danicus. The S and the G2+M phase
fractions remained low throughout the 24 h cycle (Fig.

HOURS
Fig. 3. Prorocentrum triestinum. Phase fractions from field
samples. Upper panel: G 1 phase fractions ( ) and S phase
fractions ( 0 ) at different times. The continuous curve (-)
is a
periodic function fitted to measured S phase fractions. Lower
panel: G 2 , + M ( 0 ) and M (:.l phase fract~ons.The continuous
curves (-)
are fitted per~odicfunctions. Hour 0 = 05:30 h
Eastern Daylight Savings Time, 9 July 1987 Heavy horizontal
bar at top ind~catesdark penod from sunset to sunnse

HOURS
Fig. 4 . Leptocylindrus danicus. Phase fractions from field
samples Symbols as in Fig. 3
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4). Their values seldom exceeded 20 % of the population. The G2+M phase fractions formed a recognizable
peak near the end of the dark period. The S phase
fractions, however, did not show a well-defined peak.
Different curve fittlng methods generated peaks at
different time points. The polynomial regression suggested an S peak near Hour 10. On the other hand,
curve fitting with periodic functions suggested 2 peaks
with similar amplitudes at Hours 15 and 26 respectively. As a result, the estimated growth rate of L.
danicus was 0.07, 0.12, or 0.25 d-' depending on which
function was used to fit data points and which peak
was used to calculate the duration term (Table 1).
Mitotic cells of Leptocylindrus danicus were detected
in most samples. This indicated that cell division was
occumng throughout the day. A mild peak, which
coincided with the decline of the G2 phase fractions,
did appear in the early morning (Fig. 4). The growth
rates estimated from G2 and M phase fractions was
twice those estimated from S and G2+M fractions
(Table 1).
Although the natural abundance of Dinophysis
acuminata was low, enough cells were found in the net
samples for DNA histogram construction and cell cycle
analysis. The measurement CV was about 13 O/O for
histograms of this species. Similar to Prorocentrum
triestinum, the S and the G 2 + M peaks were observed
near sunset and sunrise, respectively (Fig. 5). Different
curve fitting strategies estimated the growth rate as
0.54 and 0.67 d-' (Table 1). The phase durations were
estimated to b e ca 2 h for the S phase and 9 to 11 h for
the G2+M phase. The pattern of the M phase fraction
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Fig. 5. Dinophysjs acurninata. Phase fractions from field sarnples. Symbols as in Fig. 3
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showed several sporadic high values instead of a wellformed peak (Fig. 5). No growth rate was generated
with this set of M phase fractions.

DISCUSSION

We found no major difficulties in applying the
method of cell cycle analysis to natural phytoplankton
populations. No species was observed to have poorly
stained nuclei a s reported by Zachleder & Cepak
(1987). The DNA content of each cell was easily quantified by microfluorometry, and phase fraction curves
(Figs. 3 to 5) similar to those from laboratory experiments (Chang & Carpenter 1988) can b e constructed
readily. The measurement CV's of field samples (11 to
13 %) are somewhat higher than CV's of phytoplankton cultures (6 to 9 %). The cause is unclear, but some
minor adjustments in the staining procedure made
recently have reduced measurement CV in natural
dinoflagellates to between 8 and 11 O/O (Chang unpubl.).
An abundant species, Amphidinium crassurn, in
Lugol-fixed samples was not found in net samples
preserved in methanol. This athecate dinoflagellate,
with a typical width of about 12 pm, may not have been
effectively retained by our 20 pm net. Another possibility is that methanol is a poor preservative for this
species. Similar observations have been made for several other dinoflagellates (Cetta & Anderson 1990), and
pre-fixation with formaldehyde or glutaraldehyde
before methanol extraction may b e used a s a remedy
(Vaulot et al. 1989, Cetta & Anderson 1990). A short
period of formaldehyde fixation u p to 24 h has been
shown to have no undesirable effect on DNA quantification in Heterocapsa triquetra (Chang 1989).
Both DNA synthesis and cell division of the dinoflagellates occurred at distinct periods during a 24 h
cycle. (Figs. 2 & 5). Although DNA synthesis in Prorocentrurn triestinum has been reported as continuous
throughout the cell cycle on some occasions (Karentz
1983, Costas et al. 1987), a similar pattern was not
observed in this natural population. The 2 curve fitting
techniques generated similar growth rate estimates for
P. triestinum and Dinophysis acuminata (Table 1). This
result agrees with conclusions from the computer simulation study (Chang & Carpenter 1990).
In Leptocylindrus danicus, the inconsistency among
growth rate estimates was apparently caused by the
lack of a distinguishable peak in the S phase fractions
(Fig. 3). When the degree of synchrony is low a n d a
population is not growing, a broad peak in the S fraction curve may b e obscured by the noise from the
deconvO1ution procedure (Baisch et al. 19821 Chang &
Carpenter 1990).A low degree of synchrony is common
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for some diatom species. Multipeaked division rhythmicity is the typical response to oscillating environmental conditions in these species (Nelson & Brand
1979, Olson & Chisholm 1983). Although the cell cycle
method is able to estimate growth rates in such populat i o n ~ difficulties
,
will be inevitable when peaks cannot
be reliably located with curve fitting techniques
(Chang & Carpenter 1990). The solution may lie in
several recently discovered cell cycle markers. O n e
example is cyclin, a group of cell cycle regulatory
proteins, which has recently been visualized in yeast
by immunostaining (Booher et al. 1989). Since the presence of these nuclear proteins is tightly associated with
specific cell cycle phases, they may be used to replace
DNA quantification in the future, and their use may
reduce the uncertainty of phase fraction estimation in
phytoplankton.
Using the M phase fraction curve to check the consistency of the duration terms should increase the reliability of estimated p's. However, some controversial
results were noticed in this field experiment (Table 1).
In Prorocentrum triestinum, the duration of the M
phase was estimated to be 12 min based on fGZand fM
(Fig. 3). This value should b e regarded a s a n underestimate because electron micrographs of a synchronized
culture revealed that the time required from nuclear
division to cytokinesis is 1 h in this species (Costas et al.
1987). In Dinophysis acuminata, several sporadic high
values of fh4 imply that substantial error may be
involved in the determination of this phase fraction.
Ivlitotic cells are always rare in a population, and up to
1000 cells may be required to obtain accurate fM's
(Weiler & Eppley 1979). Our sample size (250 to 300
cells) was adequate for the construction of DNA histograms but may be too small to obtain reliable fM's.Also,
the sampling interval was probably too long to reveal
the correct peak position of the M phase for such a
short event. Our results indicated that recording the
frequency of dividing cells during DNA quantification
does not improve the accuracy of growth rate estimation.
The observed diel variation in ambient abundance of
the 3 phytoplankters (Fiy. 2) could have resulted from
the drift of the research vessel through a large patch.
It is possible that we sampled from the center of the
patch durlng the daytime but from the rim during the
night. For Prorocentrum triestinum a n d Dinophysis
acuminata, the major information for calculating their
cc's via cell cycle analysis came from the night period
(Figs. 3 & 5)' a n d thus the estimated growth rates are
more likely to reflect their population growth at the
patch's rim.
The same variation in ambient phytoplankton
abundance can also be explained by diel changes in
grazing pressure (Dam 1986, Bautista et al. 1988).

According to our computer simulation study a n d
laboratory grazing experiments, cell loss due to grazing
or other factors does not introduce bias into the intrinsic
growth rates estimated by cell cycle analysis (Chang
1989). This statement remained true even when the
loss was differentially placed on cells in a specific cell
cycle phase. Furthermore, the diel pattern of grazing
pressure measured simultaneously during the sampling day does not support the view that the observed
change in phytoplankton abundance was entirely d u e
to grazing (Dam Guerrero 1989).
For the 2 species of dinoflagellates, the diel change
in population densities could be a result of vertical
migration, since our sampling depth was fixed at 1 m. If
a cell's migrating capability does not depend upon its
stage in the cell cycle, then the subpopulation remaining near the surface can give us an unbiased estimation
of cell cycle phase fraction, a n d the estimated growth
rate should not be affected by vertical migration. If only
cells at a certain stage of their life cycle migrate to a
greater depth (e.g. Pyrocycstis fusiformis and P. noctiluca; Swift et al. 1976), the phase fraction and the
growth rate obtained from samples taken at a fixed
depth may become biased. A possible remedy for this
problem is to collect depth-integrated samples by towing a plankton net vertically. Based on a study conducted in the Long Island coastal area (Staker & Bruno
1980), Dinophysis acuminata did not vertically migrate.
In Prorocentrum triestinum, vertical migration was evident, but the range of migration was only 2.7 m.
Growth rates obtained from the phytoplankton cages
a n d those from cell cycle analysis differed by about
0.1 d-' (Table 1). It appears that the 2 methods agree
with each other at least to the extent that we can
conclude that Leptocylindrus danicus had a low growth
rate and Prorocentrum triestinum had a moderately
high growth rate on the day of sampling. In P. triestinum, the decrease in cell number around sunset was
probably caused either by grazers that were not
removed by the 100 pm mesh or by bottle effects
(Fig. 2).
Compared to the phytoplankton cage method of
nlecisunng growth rate, cell cycle analysis provides
several important advantages. The cell cycle method
can measure growth rates of less abundant species,
such as Dinophysis acuminata, in the natural environment as long as enough cells can be collected by
towing a plankton net. The same procedure cannot be
used with methods that require incubation. Secondly,
the cell cycle method is more effective with species
which do not grow well in enclosures. For example,
during the cage incubation, the cell number of D.
acuminata showed no increase, but cell cycle analysis
revealed that the population was growing actively
(Figs. 2 & 5). In addition, the cell cycle method is less
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sensitive to t h e existence of cell loss, so it r e d u c e s
potential problems for d a t a interpretation. O n e s u c h
problem c a n b e found in t h e c a g e m e a s u r e m e n t of
Prorocentrum triestinum, which s h o w e d a temporary
d e c r e a s e d u r i n g t h e incubation (Fig. 2). Although this
is a common p h e n o m e n o n found in m a n y o t h e r healthy
populations (Nelson & Brand 19?9), it d o e s raise t h e
question a b o u t w h e t h e r t h e growth rate obtained this
way should b e treated a s n e t or intrinsic.
J u d g i n g from t h e long-term c h a n g e i n phytoplankton a b u n d a n c e , t h e species-specific growth rates from
t h e cell cycle analysis a r e consistent with t h e observed
successional pattern (Fig. 1). In Long Island S o u n d ,
J u n e is traditionally a period of transition from a wellmixed w a t e r column to a stratified s t a t e , a n d from a
diatom-dominated community to o n e d o m i n a t e d b y
dinoflagellates (Riley & Conover 1967, Capriulo & C a r p e n t e r 1983, Peterson 1986). In 1987, t h e termination of
t h e diatom bloom not only w a s indicated by t h e cell
counts (Fig. 1) b u t also w a s reflected i n t h e chlorophyll
a (chl a ) concentration a t t h e sampling site. From 1 to 7
July, chl a concentration a t 1 m d e p t h d r o p p e d from c a
6 to 2 p g I-', a n d t h e concentration a t 10 m d r o p p e d
from c a 10 to 3 yg 1-' ( D a m Guerrero 1989). As a result,
it w a s reasonable to observe that t h e d o m i n a n t diatom,
Leptocylindrus danicus, h a d a slow growth r a t e o n 9
July. Also, t h e relatively high g r o w t h rates of Prorocentrum triestinum a n d Dinophysis acuminata reflected
presumably active growth, w h e n a b u n d a n c e of t h e
dinoflagellates started to m c r e a s e .
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